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Who ensures
potable water hygiene?

zebtec.co.za

BIM Manager ensures hygiene

“Commercial drinking water systems must
comply and have proofs.„

Is my potable water system commercial?

>>

Suppliers or operators in the case of commercial leasing, food
preparation, supplying of employees or residents, are obliged to
ensure the hygiene of drinking water.
		
„Much do require recurring monitoring
as well as proof of safety & hygiene.“

What could I as an operator do?

Our operational BIM manager relieves operators. Organization
creates relevant as-built documentation and provides advice. An
organized comparison and conformity with regulations helps you
as the operator with results or optimization.

What exactly must I posses as an operator?

We represent drinking water systems with BIM models. In addition, the system diagram, simulation, flushing plans and analyzes
are a healthy start.

>>
Zebtec™ - The MEP Experts.

Order?

Where you can order?

Here with us. Click the trolley or
scan the code.

Could operators see more?

Here you are - prepared for you.
Click the Clapperboard or scan
the code.

>>

Film?

„What is on site belongs in a BIM
model without errors and virtual.“

What do BIM-Manager on behalf of operators?

In consultation with you as the operator, as-built, system separation, risk analysis, new planning and optimization are implemented.
He takes care of it on your behalf to reach many goals.

>
Zebtec™ - Die TGA Experten.

Zebtec™ BIM Managers are familiar with hygienic
optimization, process water, system separation, extinguishing water transfer and more. Experienced
plant construction and support from well-known
operators is a unique path to a secure future.
Abbreviations explained
BIM
TGA
MEP

Building Information Modeling
Technische Gebäude Ausrüstung
Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing
Goal oriented. Factual. Sympathetic.
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Milestones guide the way.

Shoping trolleys helps per click to reserve or order.
QR-codes finds contact via tablet or smartphone,
as well as film or information.

Clapperboards find short films per click.
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